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ON THE PAPER " THE LEPIDDPTERA NflHES OF DENIS i

SCHIFFERMULLER- A CASE FOR STABILITY" BY K.SATTLER
AND U.G.TREMEUAN IN 1984

In- the recent issue of Not a lepidopt8rolQgica (\/o~,7(3):

282-285, 30. ix. 1984), a paper uritten by SATTLER and TREnEUAN entitled \

"The Lepidaptera names of DENIS 4 SCHIFFERMiJLLER-a case for stability"

uas published.

Although I feel confident that it uould not stimulate

the common sense of the persons, uho support the article by SATTLER

and TREflEUAN in question, I take up my pen to urite this note, as I

uould like to mention my opinions on v/arious points regarding this

article ,uhich bear the suggestion of an undervaluing of my uork,

and also, to make knoun the real reason for some baseless , unfair

attitude and accusation against me.

Today, taxonomical status of a great number of species

and genera described in the order Lepidoptera are still uncertain.

This case is also ualid for many specific and generic names used.

Among the recent publications on Lepidoptera , it is not difficult

to find uery many names proposed as synonyms, homonyms, or in other

nsu combinations, because of their incorrect taxonamic position or

nomsnclatural usage. Such process in the taxonomic researches of

alpha-leuel is quiet natural, SATTLER, TREf^EUAM, and their friends^

and also many other lepidopterists in the uorld_,3tudy on uarious

subjects of alpha-taxonomy , using the same methods, f ollouing the

same International Code on Zoological Nomenclature . I haye also

been studying on alpha-taxonomy.

A taxonotnist should study not only on the classification,

but also, if present, on the nomenclatural problems of animal groups.

And he, by doing this, has an obligation to explain his opinions and

inuBstigations based on scientific methods.

As to my research program, like many other taxonomists,

I have been studying on the taxonomy and nomenclature of uarious

groups , I hope, or so far as I knou,uhoe\/er uishes to study in this

branch of science does not need to have a permission .Any subject

in taxonomy or. nomenclature is restricted to the favour feu,
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Every scientist should respect opinions of each other.

The lesson to be draun from history is that "science as a structure

grows by a struggle for SLr^ival among ideas". Tnere are astonishing

processes at uork uhich in time make pure the meanings even of at

the beginning confused concepts,

Uithin the frame of my research program, two years ago,!

hauB began to study on the validity of the specific names proposed

by DENIS & SCHIFFERPtULLER in 1775. Because some of the names

appeared in this uork have been treated by various authors in the

past as unavailable under the Cod e . This interpretation has been

used by the follouing authors in their publications!

STAUDINGER i REBEL( 1901 ) ,T.B .FLETCHERC 1939, 1954) , BERNARDI

(1949 et aeq.)»LEnPKE(l953,Btc.),PACLT(ig53),DBRflZTS0U

(1955, et SBq.)»yiIDflt-EPP( 1976,et seq, ) .J^ERGUSONC 1978)

,

TREnEUAN(corresp.,1979)

This meant that DENIS & SCHIFFERnULLER 's names were not

stabile, as their validity uere in suspense.

By considering this situation,! found that DENIS &

SCHIFFERniJLLER 's names need a revisional study from nomenclatural

standpoint.

In my uork (three parts hitherto published) I ascertained

the correct status of totally 600 DENIS i SCHIFFERnULLER 's names.

The results may be summarized as f ollous

:

In the first part, 171 names are examined. Among them, 85

names are found to be available, and 86 names are unavailable under

the Code. 52 names among unavailable ones are replaced by the next

available synonyms in each taxa related. According to this, the

valid names of 35 species remain as of old, only their authorships

and dates are changed. 17 specific names are replaced by junior

available synonyms.

1) Kocak, A. d., 1982-1984, On the validity of the srezies crouD

names proposed by DENIS 4 SCHIFFERMULLr-
, ' ""
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In the second part, 245 names are examined. Among them

77 names are found to bs unavailable, 168 are available under the

Code . Among unayailable ones, 54 names are invalidated. Ar a

result of this, the names of 33 species remain as of old, only

their authorships and dates are changed. Among 21 species, 3 names

are replaced by their senior synonyms, These. are

:

£ctropi5 similar ia

HUFIMAGEL, 1767, Epione vespertaria LINNAEUS , 1767, and Eupithecia

signata SCOPDLI, 1763, The remains, 18 names, are replaced by junior

available synonyms.

In the third part, IB*! names are examined. .Among them

18 names are found to be unavailable, 166 names are available under

the Code . Among unavailable onss,thB names of 5 species remain as

of old, only their authorships and dates are changed. 5 specific

names are replaced by junior available synonyms.

As a result of this survey , totally 500 names are studied,

419 names are recorded as available and 181 names as unavailable

under the Code . Today, a great number of DENIS & SCHIFFERP1ULLER 's

names are currently used as invalid. In this uork only 116 names

are invalidated, as they are unavailable. As a result of this.-t-> =

names of 73 species remain as of old, only their authorships and

dates are changed, Dn the other hand, 43 specific names are replaced

by other junior available synonyms. Apart from this, 11 names proposed

by DENIS & SCHIFFERi^LJLLER are first established as valid.

This uork is the only comprshensive study , ascertaining

the status of the species group names proposed by DENIS & 5CHIFFER-

f^lULLER.It has been done according to the rulss oP. nomenclature.

Its conclusions is therefore testable. Looking into roughly, it might,

be thought as simple job, but in fact a great effort is hidden behind

it. Perhaps it needs some minor correct ions, but there is no denying

that it, even today , contributes an improvement of lepidopter ology

,

In their paper , SATTLER and TREPIEUAN urate that the names

published by DENIS & SCHIFFERniJLLER have been argued by some

researchers as nomina nuda under the Code, but most of them have

aluays been treated available. They also added.:



" after 2D0 years of uninterrupted use it is

clearly interest of stability to continue chis

practice. In two recent publications KDCAK(1982-

19BA) and von nENTZER( 1984) queryifrom different

aspects, the status of certain DENIS i SCHIFTER-

PliJLLER names. If their uieus are accepted, a large

number of established names or at least their

authorships uould haue to be changed, thus affecting

some of the commonest and best knoun European

moths

"

In the recent decades, many authors cited aboue felt doubt

aDu-jr. the validity of the namss given by DENIS A SCHIFEERnULLER
;

therefore it cannot be considered that these names are used for 20G

years uninterruptedly. To define them as "established" is simply

an exaggerated statement. Furthermore, their claims are far from

to be scientific, which only cause a factitious enthusiasm,

"The object of the CodB ,according to its Preamble,

is to promote stability and universality of

scientific names of animals. It follous from this

that the provisions of the Code should be inter-

preted in favour of stability. Ue consider KDCAK's

interpretation of Article 12 and 16 to be

unnecessarily restrictive and his conclusions to

conflict uith the interest of stability "

l*ly conclusions are uholly based upon the Rules of Nomen-

clature. From the foregoing paragraphs it is seen that they are

too correct ;theref ore, a discrepancy betueen my conclusions and

modified data used currently is quiet natural,

"...It follous from this that the provisions of

the Code should be interpreted in favour of

stability..."

Uhoeuer reads the lines above , comes easily to conclusion

that SATTLER.TREnEUAN and their friends are "guardian angels", securing

the stability and the universality of all names in Leqidoptera.

Hou secure these gentlemen the stability in nonenclature.



let us see in the follouing paragraphs:

TREHEUAN^f or my part,uisely prefer to ignore the correct

status of inf rasubspecific names in his papers. These mcdified
2

data presented by TREnEUAN may produce some misconception's among

the younger genuine taxonomists, TREnEUAN must conform to the

rules of zoological nomenclature . The contrast vieu uould lead

us into a state of confusion.
3

SflTTLER resurrected BILLBERG's name

,

Athrips , after

158 years, by causing 11 neu synonyms and 49 neu combinations.

He also stated

:

"...its replacement by Athrips does not cause any

nomenclatural instability".

As a matter of fact, I support such treatment, but I am

under the impression that, if I myself made so many changes in the

nomenclature after 158 years,! might be lost in the confusion.

Athrips should be treated as nomen oblitum under the Code .

SATTLER ' must also conform to the rules of zoological

nomenclature,uhen he attempts to study on the type -designations

of the genus names. Some of his designations dees net fuirii the

prouisions of Article 6e(a)(i),Btc. of the Code.

NYE and his friends, in their recent publications on the

genera of Lepidoptera of the uorld, prooosed more than TOO neu

replacement names instead of many Dld,uell-knoun and established

names. They used generally odd replacement names, uhich contribute

nothing to the advancement of science. The foilauing anagrams

are the examples to this:

2) This case uas partly introa^jced by KDCAK( 193^, Priamus 3(4):

156(note).

3) 5ATTLER, 19 76, Dt,ent.Z.,n.f .25:57-6 1.

4) "In the second volume of Hicrolepidoptera Palaearctica ",

uhich is considered by some authors as "Bible of I'^icro-

lepidopterology", Dr. 5ATTLER( 1967:37) regarded STEPHENS's

(1834:241) restriction of the species Erminea dodocea HAUDRTH

in the genus Psecadia HUBNER , 1B25 as valid type-designation,

though there uas no designation at this ref erence"( KOCAK,

1982, Communs Fac .Sci, Univ. Ankara 25(C3):2l).



old names

Jorgensenia SCHAUSS,1924

Nardara UALK£R,ieS5

Phara lJflLKER,1854

Sarapus UALKER,1855

Tricholepls HAMPSDN,1891

Caloaoma GEYER,1832

flcutia KAYE,1919

Slope UALKER, 1655

Cymella EELDER, 1B74

Paohylepis FELDER,1874

Pagetia PRDUT, 1922

Pangraptica HAnPS0N,1910

Paromia SCHAUSS, 1913

Phasis UALKER, 1854

Platydia GUENEE,1B54

fsKudosmia K0HLER,1952

Rhynchoues GUENEE,ia52

Harmatelia I>I00RE,1882

nlcropia HANPSON, 19D8

Take them, use them and don't ask any question about them !

Let us read again the follouing lines by SATTLER and

TREnEUAN:

"...the prouisions of the Code should be interpreted

in favour of stability"

It may be easily seen from the foregoing examples that

there is a considerable discrepancy betueen their deeds and statements

regarding to the universality and the stability of the names. In fact,

for securing the foregoing names in their original forms, author-

ships and dates, proposals to the Commission should had been submitted

by these esteemed scientists instead of playing uith the names,

I scare that the problem betueen these gentlemen and me

is more personal than a scientific one. Some serious errors appeared

in the uork " The Generic Names of moths of the Uorld" edited by NYE

£6glacement_names

Geriojennsa UATSDN

Ramadra NYE

Aphra UATSON

Asparus UATSDN

Chiretolpis UATSON

Osmacola UATSDN

Atucia UATSON

Olepa UATSON

myclela UATSON

Yepcalphis NYE

Tegiapa NYE

Craptignapa NYE

Ramopia NYE

Shapis NYE

Yldalpta NYE

Despumosia NYE

Hondrychas NYE

Itmaharela NYE

Pricomia NYE , and so on.

5) FLETCHER, corresp. in 1983,,



and my Idub of Lau and ordsr Impelled me to ascertain all the
names published in this uork from nomsnclatural point of i/ieu.^
Such monumental yorks.uhen published, must be entirely correct, so
that the researchers may use them in the references uithout fear,
or else, it will be fareuell to all correctness and stability in

'

nomenclature

!

I hav/e said aboue the accusations are more personal.
This may be easily peroeptable among the lines uritten by ROBINSON.

It runs:

"The synonymy introduced above for tunuaensis
underlines the inadvisability of Introducing

.
replacemant names uithout undertaking taxonomic
researoh:publicatlons,suoh as those of KOCflK,
uhlch are based solely on examination of limited
literature serve only to confuse and obscure",

fly paper uas Intended to be nomenolatural rather than
taxonomicel.lt has also been prepared according to the rules of
zoological nomenclature and based on sufficient literature. I uas
unfortunately ignorant of ZflGULYAEVsB publication on the same
group, but I find this situation not so terrible. Such a critic
against a simple synonym and its edition is nothing but rancour.

An other example to this is represented by TREHEUflN and
NAU.ANN.

.

This time they submit a proposal to the Commission for
suppressing the specific name anthyllidis HbBNEH, 18 19 .which I
found it as an available narne in the family Zyqaenidae and used
£rebus KIGEN, 1829 for a species,uhlch is called as anthyllidis

6) K0i;AK,A.B.,0n the Nomencleture of Some Genera of Lepidopters.-
Pi^iamus 1 (3) :98-1D9( 1981 ) , e t seq.

'^ Entomologist <s Ga2 .33:17R-1Rn,iQn-^

8) ZAGULyAEl/,A.K.,1971, Ent^0bo2r.50:416-42S(in russ.).

THEPIEUAN i NAUflANN, 1964, Bull. 2ool.Mom .41f?W7.-^-7fi
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BOISDUUAL, 1829 urDngly(homcnym of anthyllidis HUBNER, 1819 )

.

Against to a simple synonym such an action is uery

expressive.On the other hand, it may also be regarded quiet natural,

if thissynonym is established by KOCAK ! That's enough !

It is obvious that in the Continent the man uho thinks

differently, is more often despised than admired. Therefore, the
1

1

most researchers prefer to suallou the uhole subjects. This may

regarded as an inoffensive uay,and to liue in the shadous of

ignorance, far From any danger, is perhaps the best uay for surviving

in this branch of science.

Finally, I uould like to urite my opinion on the proposal

offered by SATTLER and TREHEUAN, regarding to the availability of

the names proposed by DENIS & SCHIFFERnULLER, They stated:

"DENIS & SCHIFFERmULLER arranged the species in

the form of a key and for botrana as a member

of the Abtheilung Tortrices the follouing

(translated) description applies :.. ,To this

must be added the description of group E

'grey tortricid moth' and finally the host-

plant of the larva 'grapes'. Ue believe that

such a combined description fulfils the require-

ments of the Code and thus makes the name

Tortrix botrana and all other similarly proposed

DENIS 4. SCHIFFERnULLER names nomenclaturally

available".

Under this case, a special Article must be created and

added to the present Code, in order to make this remarkable

proposal available. If this uas so, uhy did not NYE treat some

HiJBNEH's specific names to be available, published in Uerz.bekannt .

Schmett . similarly ? For example, tuo species exacta and erosa HBN,

in the genus Anomia HBN.;tuo species qanqlio and interpuncta H9N.

in the genus Athyrma HBN, etc. This case uas also discussed by

Lempke (1953:94).

10) KOCAK. 19B2. Priamus 2(3):9g.

11) They may be classified as "independent specialists" sensu

NYE !
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He stated : "...UAHREN in his famous nonograph of the genus

Erebia(l936,p. 183) treats Papilio medusa Schxff.,
as a valid name, He forgets houe\/er,that the defini-
tion of the group is not part of the description
of o n e species, but ofa-uhole series
of them.Eysry time the same definition has to serve
as part of the description of another species. If
ue accept this as validating the name, then the con-
sequence uould be that, if an author fully defines a
genus, and then gives a listof the neu species
belonging to it, only mentioning their name, these
names uould be valid. That is of course not the
case, and for the same reason ue must consider all
names of group f as nomine nuda.

It uill be clear that only a strict application
of art. 25 can make an end to the instability in our
Lepidoptera nomenclature as far as the SCHIFFER-
nULLER names are concerned. .,

"

The grouth of scientific knouledge depends strictly upon the

free opinions and investigations. It should not to be desired to

strike fear in the heart of man and left him uith a sense of

helplessness.

Under all circumstances, I continue to struggle and to learn
more about the mysteries in the lepidopterology.
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